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selle Rachel's true style, her personification of the gentle Les-
bia was very pleasing. The scene in which Lesbia tries on
the wedding ornaments of the future bride was played with a
grace, a feminine conception of this coquettish part that was
little expected from the representative of the austere muse of
tragedy.
The " Moineau de Lesbie" was first played for the benefit
of Mademoiselle Anais on the boards of the Italian Opera
House. It was the last piece, and midnight had sounded
when it was begun. Acted before an audience satiated with
the preceding entertainments, worn out with fatigue and half
asleep, it had very nearly proved a failure. Brought out on
the following Saturday in its proper sphere, the Theatre
Francais, it obtained a great success.
In the early part of the eighteenth century a great change
was introduced in the manner of reciting on the French stage.
The authors of this revolution were the celebrated Baron and
the no less celebrated Adrienne Lecouvreur. The father of
the latter was a hatter, who, not finding his trade sufficiently
lucrative in his own little provincial town, came up to Paris
with his family in the hope 'of bettering his circumstances.
He settled near the The'utre Francais, then situated in the
Faubourg St. Germain. This proximity afforded Adrienne
opportunities for indulging her theatricals, and developed the
inclination she had manifested from early childhood. She
soon proved that " where there is a will there is a way;" for
in 1705, when hardly fifteen years of age, she persuaded some
young companions to join her in getting up no less a tragedy
than " Polyeucte," followed by the comedy of "Le Deuil."
The rehearsals^ which took ^place at a grocer's shop in the
neighborhood, were honored by the presence of several persons
of distinction. Astonished at the extraordinary talent shown
by the hatter's daughter, who played Pauline, the visitors men-
tioned her with enthusiasm to Madame la Presidente Lejay,
and that lady built a little theatre in the court-yard of her
own hotel, Rue Garanciere, for the juvenile company. The
select audience, though disposed to indulgence, found they had
little need of any. The untutored girl delighted ears that
were accustomed to the best actors of the day; her intonation

